
OVERVIEW

NYSE Amex Options and NYSE Arca Options are committed to providing participants an efficient 
and transparent environment in which to trade options. Both markets offer functionality to help 
participants mitigate risk related to the trading environment. A summary of NYSE Amex Options 
and NYSE Arca Options risk control mechanisms is available below.

Pre-Trade Reject Triggers
Price Validation: “Too-executable” checks are applied for inbound single-leg and complex limit orders to prevent potentially erroneous 
executions. This functionality is available prior to the market open and during Core Trading Hours. 

Anticipated in Q2 2015, pending rule approval, “too executable” checks will also apply to Market Maker Quotes. 

Limit Up/Limit Down Protection: When the equities market for a given underlying symbol enters either a Limit Up/Limit Down “Limit 
State” or “Straddle State,” various order protection rules will apply.

Self-Trade Prevention: On an automatic, global basis, this mechanism cancels the older of two orders that would trade with each other 
to prevent unintended executions in which each side originated from the same trader. The mechanism only applies to Market Makers, 
and is limited to single-leg PNP order types sent via ArcaDirect. Self-trade prevention for single leg orders interacting with same trader 
market maker quotes will be implemented in a future release. 

Intraday Clearing Permission Revocation: Market Makers and Floor Brokers are required to have a Letter of Guarantee or Letter of 
Authorization on file with the Exchanges, which can be revoked on an intraday basis by the clearing firm in the event of liquidity or credit 
concerns. 

Trading Parameter Protections
Opening Auction Price Protection Parameters: When an option series has buy and sell interest at locked or crossed prices before the 
open, an opening auction is required to commence core trading in order to ensure a fair and orderly market in the series. A “legal width” 
Market Maker Quote, NBBO or combination of the two, is required to open the series. In addition, the Complex Order Book supports a 
one-price opening auction. Once all series associated with a complex strategy have opened, Complex opening auctions will occur in 
any complex strategy in which orders on opposing sides of the book are locked or crossed. 

Collar Protections provide price protection for market orders and super-marketable limit orders. This functionality helps prevent 
scenarios in which aggressive orders immediately trade up or down to an extreme price. The collar logic only allows orders to advance 
one exchange-configurable trading collar increment per second until filled or canceled. This provides the marketplace with time to 
refresh liquidity prior to advancing the buy or sell imbalance to the next, more aggressive price increment.

Routing Logic Protections: NYSE Amex Options and NYSE Arca Options apply numerous routing logic protection mechanisms to 
ensure the fair and efficient execution of routable orders.

Cancels and Takedowns
Cancel on Disconnect: Allows participants to automate the cancellation of all open orders and/or quotes for a given client session 
when the connection to the matching engine is lost. This functionality is currently optional for orders sent via FIX, and automatic for 
orders sent via ArcaDirect and for all Market Maker quotes. In the future, Cancel on Disconnect functionality will apply automatically 
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for FIX orders as well. 

Quote Takedowns: Market Makers have the ability to send quote takedown requests to remove their quotes from the market at one 
of several levels of granularity. To minimize latency and matching engine load, quoting best practices call for using the most granular 
quote takedown level appropriate in a given situation. Dedicated Market Maker Direct Takedown Connections are offered to minimize 
latency for quote takedowns at the Symbol and User levels.

Activity-Based Risk Mitigation
Symbol Level Risk Mitigation: Symbol-level activity-based risk mitigation cancels certain binary orders or all market maker quotes 
for participants who exceed various activity thresholds. Several varieties of activity-based risk protections are offered and users can 
choose from multiple aggregation methods. Binary order risk mitigation will be expanded to include all order types in a future release.

Global Risk Mitigation cancels applicable open orders (or all Market Maker quotes) across all symbols when a given number of 
symbol-level triggers are activated within a given period of time. Because manual intervention is, by design, required to re-enable the 
user on a global basis, it is meant to provide protection against significant system problems and is not intended as a day-to-day risk 
management tool.

Optional Connectivity Controls
FIX Gateway Risk Controls provide FIX clients with user-configurable settings across both Pre- and Post-Trade Gateway Risk Controls 
to prevent trading errors. The controls allow an authorized user to set parameters before the trading day starts and reset parameters 
intraday as needed by calling NYSE Connectivity at (888) 689-7739. In the future, the ability to administer such controls will be 
available via a custom API and dedicated web portal. 

Planned Future Enhancements
 � Enhanced Pre-Trade Reject Triggers including price checks with finer granularity and self-trade prevention enhancements

 � Bulk Cancel by trading permit and sender ID for FIX Orders

 � Enhanced Activity-Based Risk Mitigation including multiple active Symbol Level Risk Mitigation types per user and Cross-SRO 
Risk Mitigation

For more details regarding the functioning of any NYSE Amex or NYSE Arca Options Risk Control mechanism, please refer to the 
Options Pre-Trade and Post Trade Risk Controls User Guide at nyse.com/optionsriskcontrols2, Exchange rules or contact your NYSE 
Relationship Manager.

http://nyse.com/optionsriskcontrols2

